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left it quite unclear what was legal. But in the fourth century a new 
spirit of professionalism creeps in and the written word seems to he 
accorded greater respect. Plato's strictures against writing as a 
medium of education are to be understood against a proliferation of 
books and written manuals. The written document becomes more 
common in other spheres, and is now being used for the first time 
by Greek historians as evidence in a manner we would recognize as 
adequate. Athens by the end of the fourth century has become what 
I have called 'document-minded' (borrowing a phrase from the 
medievalist Michael Clanchy). This looks forward to the methods 
of the Hellenistic period and Rome. Yet still, it should be remem- 

jbered, literature went on being read aloud. Rhetoric was important 
J in Roman higher education as well as Greek. And even the most 
i learned and antiquarian writers of the Greek world under the 
', Roman Empire exerted enormous effort and energy in giving decla- 
jmations, or displays of rhetorical and verbal skill, to packed 

audiences. 

Greek civilization has lain a t  the centre of the controversies which 
have raged - and still rage - over the general or universal meaning 
of literacy and the nature of oral society. The subject has suffered 
from a great deal of such schematization. This hook will argue that 
a rather different and richer approach to ancient orality and liter- 
acy is called for. Neither literacy nor orality are constants, and their 
roles can be extraordinarily diverse, often reflecting much more of 
the society using writing or oral communication than any expec- 
tations of general characteristics. Moreover, the patterns of literacy 
and orality in the ancient world have in part governed what has 
been written down and therefore preserved for us today. This 
means that far more is involved than a calculation of the number of 
literates. The study of ancient literacy and orality may encompass a 
large part of Greek culture or else reflect upon it. 

C H A P T E R  2 

Literacy and orality 

'Literacy' has a multiplicity of levels and meanings. I t  also has a 
history, as does its interaction with oral communication. But how 
important is literacy to a society? What effects does writing have? 
How does the coming of writing change a society which has pre- 
viously relied entirely on oral communication and tradition? 

The wider significance of writing is much debated. Influential 
theories have seen it as a fundamental agent of change - change 
either to the workings of society or to the mentality of individuals. 
Is it, or is it not, such a powerful agent? The debate could be said to 
have been focused -if not actually triggered off - by the example of 
ancient Greece. But it encompasses anthropological and more 
modern or more ancient historical data, as well as psychological 
research. I t  is difficult to characterize the broad state of play at the 
moment. The extreme picture of literacy as a catalyst for certain 
changes has been much criticized. Most historians and anthropo- 
logists seem happier with a more relativist concept of literacy, 
which allows for diverse implications in diverse societies and 
periods; psychologists tend towards the fundamentalist view. The 
controversy is certainly showing no signs of dying down.' From 
our point of view, I would single out two main trends in recent 
studies. Put crudely, the first seeks broad psychological and cul- 
tural implications (or effects) of literacy. The second pursues 
detailed, culturally specific studies of the manifestations of literacy 
in a given society, often eschewing entirely any of the wider claims 
made for the effects of literacy. Some of the most exciting recent 
work is in the latter group, some concerning the ancient world, 
much of it the medieval. 

' Journals devorcd specifically to literacy and oraliry include: VInbie Longuqq Smtruro I 

Ciuilti; Word ondimage; and to start in ,993, Literacy, edited by Clanchy and Olson. 
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How far is literacy an  agent of change? Today, literacy is equated 
with high culture and literacy rates are assumed to correlate with 
cultural activity: in other words, literacy is consciously or uncon- 
sciously equated with civilization. It is not always clear whether the 
number of 'illiterates' is lamented because literacy helps people fill 
in forms, or get jobs, or read books and enlarge their cultural 
experience. But at any rate, the range of possibilities underlines 
how much literacy has come to be identified with modern civiliza- 
tion and modern values. Literacy now bears a heavy burden of 
expectation. The U N E S C O  literacy campaigns aim to eliminate 
illiteracy totally, in the hope that literacy will promote economic 
development, rational thought and scientificendeavour in theThird 
World.' No one would deny that the written word is of fundamen- 
tal importance to the modern world, and that someone without 
literacy faces extreme difficulties. The problem is whether - or how 
far - literacy can be the main agent of change in the transform- 
ation. O r  does it rather reflect and strengthen tendencies already 
there? (The failures of literacy campaigns in the Third World and 
elsewhere suggest that literacy is very much more complex.) 

L+ f. 1 : ~  The case of ancient Greece has played a large part in this ideali- 
zation of literacy. It has been broadly claimed that the rational 

fib"; A+ fi 1 thought of the Greeks was a product of literacy: Greece was a test 

v- {" case for the consequences of literacy since the alphabet came to a 
d"' totally oral society. Literacy in Greece, it is argued, and therefore 

elsewhere, is a powerful agent which changes mentality. It would 
be hard to exaggerate the influence this view of literacy has had. 
Increasingly it is being questioned and attention is turning to other 
issues. But the controversy rumbles on. It raises fundamental 
questions about the role, importance, and character of literacy, and 
about the difficulty of analysing literacy in another society than our 
own, when our understanding of literacy tends to be instinctive. It 
deserves to be examined in some detail. 

The controversy began as one about alphabetic literacy. In an 
immensely thought-provoking article first published in 1963, Jack 
Goody and Ian Watt, social anthropologist and scholar of English 
literature respectively, used ancient Greece as a test case for 'the 

c \ ~ A k  consequences of literacy'. Against a general analysis of oral socie- 
&I ties, they argued that it was writing which in Greece had produced 

Street ig84. 
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democracy, rational thought, philosophy and historiography. Since 
the alphabet was so much easier to learn than any other script, 
Greece avoided the specialized 'scribal literacy' of the Near East: 
her alphabetic literacy fostered a democratic base. In  the realm of 
intellectual thought, writing enabled thought to be separated from 
social context, and thus scepticism and analysis became possible. 
The cultures of the ancient Near East, with three millennia of 
writing, were held back by their 'restricted literacy' and non-alpha- 
betic writing. Thus Greece was a blueprint for the liberating, 
democratizing, and intellectual effects of literacy in the Western 
world - and by extension anywhere which cared to introduce the 
alphabet. 

Goody and Watt warned against seeing literacy as the sole cause, 
but any original reservations were forgotten by their followers. Eric 
Havelock's work on the classical Greeks also stressed that the 
alphabet changed people's mode of thought.3 The alphabet, he 
argued, has the peculiar quality of representing each sound by one k? db. 
letter. This breaks up language into its constituent parts and there- 
fore encourages an analytic frame of mind. It was the Greeks who, 
taking over the Semitic letters from the Phoenicians, had the bril- 
liant idea of adding vowels (but see chapter 4). They thus produced 
the most perfect means ever for representing any language 
(linguists point out, however, that the needs of some Languages are 
not met well by the alphabet). Havelock was, at the same time, 
most influential in propounding a view of Greece as a primarily 
oral society down to the time of Plate*: he astounded the scholarly 
world by arguing that Plato was reacting to and seek-&-mi- 

7 
a nate what were essentially features ofan oral society. Yet the extent 

of oral communication in the fourth century actually undermines 
his argument about the effects of the alphabet. For the obvious 
question is, why had it taken four centuries to work? 

Goody and Watt's article was reprinted in the volume Literacy in 
Traditional Societies (1968) alongside comparative studies of present- 
day societies by others (some of which actually contradicted the 
theory). Goody now conceded that they were investigating the 
implications of literacy, rather than the consequences. But the lp' 1 
argument has shifted to the implications of writing in general. 

1 Havelock 1963; 1982; ,986; also Havelock and Hershbcll (cds.) 1978 
' Havelock ,963. 
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Goody has developed and refined the theory, mainly in The Domesti- 
cation of the Sauage Mind (rg77), and The Logic of Writing and the 
Organization of Society (1986) (note also The Interface between the 
Written and the Oral, 1987). In the first, he replaces the various 

, divisions suggested by anthropologists between 'scientific' and 
'non-scientific' thought, 'primitive' and 'advanced' societies, with 

f y h  the single one of literate and non-literate: the presence of literacy is, 
Y $  he argues, the single most important determining factor in these 5 observed differences. But in some respects he modifies his previous 

views of the effects ofliteracy. Sensitive studies of specific examples 
show how writing may encourage certain kinds of activity which 
are very difficult, if not unknown, in oral societies. For instance, the 
list and other 'non-grammatical' written texts are totally divorced 
from normal speech, and, he would argue, were an early product of 
writing. The theory now includes non-alphabetic writing. More 
allowance is also made for differing uses of literacy in different 
societies. 

But the essential argument remains, as indicated in his later 
work. He returns again to the absolute image of the consequences 
of literacy in The Logic of Writing and the Orgunkation ofSociety (1986). 
Writing and literacy are a force for logical and scientific thought, 
bureaucracy and the modern state, and law. In effect, he shows 
how fundamental literacy is now and seems to take it that this tells 
us about literacy as such rather than the societies using it. The 
'consequences of literacy' in classical Greece are not far behind. 

Closely linked is the wider school of thought which takes the 
medium of communication by itself (writing, speech, television) to 
be a vital determining factor in mentality. In the 1960s McLuhan 
and the Toronto school were famous for the theory that 'the 
medium is the message'. Walter Ong takes writing to be 'a tech- 
nology that restructures thought',5 and has done much to develop 
study of the differences (as he perceives them) between orality and 
the mentality it engenders, and literacy and the 'literate mentality'. 
Psychologists have added research that seems to confirm that the 
ability to read and write is indeed associated with different mental 
proce~ses.~ 

The intellectual effects of literacy have been sought in periods of 

The title orhis 1986 paptr; see also Ong 1982. 
".g. Luria ,976; Olson, Terrence, Hildyard (edr.) 1985; cS. works inn. 3 1  
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later history. A study of early modern England, for instance, has 
suggested that, despite vastly differing levels and functions of liter- 
acy, writing did make possible the scientific revolution and prob- 
ably does structure thought.' Rather amusingly, a monumental 

(h0+ ! A  

study of the effects of printing by Eisenstein (1979) has attributed 6 , ~  
to printing many of the consequences Goody attached to writing in 

37''~' 

ancient Greece - though in the case of printing one is dealing with 
mass dissemination. Literacy seems to crop up increasingly as a 
suggested factor in historical change. The economic function of 
literacy appears as part of historical analysis.' The present Amer- 
ican concern with literacy rates seems to be related to ideas of 
national identity.9 Literacy is the universal catalyst: the econ- 
omist links it with economic advancement, the historian of ideas 
with intellectual preeminence, the anthropologist with the tran- 
sition from primitive to advanced society, the historian of national- 
ism with the development of the nation state. At some time or other 
almost every feature of the modern Western world has been linked 
closely to literacy. The theory is occasionally modified to one which 
sees literacy as an 'enabling factor', a necessary, but not sufficient, 
cause of these developments - but the modification is seldom 
worked out in detail." One begins to wonder how often these 
effects can occur, and to what extent these analyses are based 
simply on an easy - but incorrect - correlation between Western 
values, modernity, economic development, and literacy. 

Surely something more than literacy is at stake, and this is 
strongly suggested by comparative evidence. One need not search 
long to find counter-examples where writing produces anything but 
rationality and analytic thought. When literacy was taken over by 
Buddhist monks in Tibet they used it for what to them was its 
obvious and necessary function, to print prayers on the water." 
Writing is often used for magical purposes and this is not confined 
to the semi-literate or (vicariously) to the illiterate who might be 
expected to treat writing with awe. In  the Old Testament a woman 
who has committed adultery is made to swallow water into which a 

' K .  Thomas 1986; cf  Srone ,969; Houston ,985, and 1988; McKitterick 1989 on the 
Carolingians; Furet and Ouzoul1982 on France. 
E.5  Cressy ,983; sec also Crcssy ,980. 
E.g. Gellner 1983; cf. Hcrzfeld 1987 on modern Greece. 

'" A notable uception is Lloyd 1979, ,987. 
" Goody 1968; 16. 
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curse written out 'in a book' has been diluted. She is literally 
drinking the curse (Numbers 5.23-4). Diluted writing is also 
widely used for medical remedy: in Somali for instance, powerful 
passages from the Koran are written out, then washed into the cup 
of water and the water is then drunk.'' Are we confusing 'literacy' 
with Western literacy? 

There are obvious problems with the theory even as it is applied 
to the ancient world.I3 How could literacy have such momentous 
consequences in classical Greece and not elsewhere? In Rome, for 
instance, which knew of the alphabet, after all, as early as the 
seventh century? O r  in the rest of Greece? Philosophical develop- 
ment occurred mainly among the Athenians and Ionians (on the 

F : west coast of what is now modern Turkey). Many cities had +f* acquired writing but not experienced an intellectual revolution. 
Sparta deliberately turned her back on philosophy, and under- 
valued both written literature and writing generally.'+ Nor was 
democracy all that common in Greece before the fourth century, 
and if one must calculate rationality strictly in the philosophical 
sense, the effects of literacy seem to be even more confined to a tiny 
educated elite.'5 How can the consequences of literacy act so 
broadly in one sphere, that of politics, and so narrowly in another? 
In  any case, we tend to have evidence only for what got written 
down: how can we know, for instance, that there was no logical 
thought before writing? Even the most sympathetic view must 
wonder why the effects of writing took so long to emerge. Much 
more must have been involved in the Greek intellectual revolution. 

7 As Lloyd has pointed out, much of the Greek philosophical 
achievement may be related to the habit of discussion and ques- ' 

tioning in Greek society, the intense atmosphere of competition and 
the very political structure of the polis i t ~ e l f . ' ~  

I t  perhaps needs pointing out, now widespread literacy of some 
sort has been achieved over so much of the world, that dramatic 
cultural and intellectual differences still remain. But the 'failures' 

'" Old Tesramcnt case citcd by Goody 1986: 40; Egyptian parallclr, Baincn ~983:  588-9; 
Somali, I. Lewis ,986: 138. 

' 3  C I  Larscn 1989, also ,988, for the ancient Ncar East. 
'' Cartledge 1978. 
'I Who would he most likely to be litcrarc anyway (see W. V. Harris 1989): Goody would 

explain thcsc other instances as the product of'restricted literacy'. 
C6 Lloyd 1979: and 1987: 70-8; Pattison 1982 emphasizes rhc Greek use oflanguage; see also 

R. Thomas 1989: ch. I ;  Andernen 1989; Sroddart and Whitley ,988. 
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are equally suggestive: literacy campaigns have sometimes failed 
because the people in question had no use for this new literacy, or 
have perhaps fallen short of their grand aims because much more 
than literacy was necessary for industrialization." It is increas- 

,p@J 
ingly clear that literacy by itself is not having the effects that were 
expected. 

There have been counter-attacks against the 'optimistic' view of 
literacy. If literacy is essential for social and economic advance- 
ment, why is it that evidence for nineteenth-century industrial 
cities shows, if anything, a decreased literacy rate and poorer J 
schooling in just those areas so advanced ec~nomically?'~ Others 
argue that literacy, far from liberating a culture, actually forms a 
means of control. So here the often malign power of writing is 
stressed. Lki-Strauss suggested this long ago in Tristes Tropiques, 
surveying the course of world history and empire building: 

I the primary function of writing, as a means of communication, is to 
facilitate the enslavement ofhuman beings. The use ofwriting for disinter- 
ested purposes, and as a source of intellectual and aesthetic pleasure, is a 
secondary result, and more often than not it  may even be turned into a 
means ofstrengthening, justifying or concealing the other'g 

French scholarship has continued to approach literacy with a 
certain scepticism. The fact that modern totalitarian societies have 
stressed mass literacy just as much as democratic ones certainly 
suggests that literacy can help the state keep watch over its sub- 
jects." 

The pursuit of literacy often has a religious function totally 
unadorned by ideals of economic or cultural advancement. This 
suggests that its applications and uses can be as varied as human 
culture. The astonishingly high proportion of Swedes who could 
read by 1740 (over go per cent) was the result of reading tests in 
many parishes and a rule that you could not marry in church unless 
able to read. The principle behind this was the Lutheran ideal that 
everyone had, to be able to read the word of God for themselves. It 

" See Scree: ,984: rrp. srcr. 3; Patriron 1982: Heach ,986; ser also Winteiowd 1989; Rrrnick 
(cd.) ,983; Waguer (cd.) ,987, from a Vast literature relartnx to the modern 'literacy 
crisis'. 

'' Gram ig7g; also 1987. 

I ' g  First published in 1955; Engl, trannl. 1976: 393; CC Larsen 1988 
'" See Graif 1986, and at more length 1987; Patrison 1982. 
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might have had other side effects, but the aims and immediate 
consequences were religious (and Protestant)." Compare also the 
intriguing example of early 'literacy campaigns' in Melanesia, bril- 
liantly dissected by Brian Street. Here, from the 183os, thc teachers 
were Christian missionaries who had the avowed and limited aim 
of enabling the Melanesians to read the Bible. So of course they 
taught only reading. Street shows how the Melanesians' reactions 

,,,he h* " were trivialized as primitive and amusingly ignorant by the Euro- 
:'I' peans, yet could in fact be seen, in the circumstances, as intelligent 

&Il 0. .I interpretations of this limited and specifically religious literacy." 
But where do we go from here? The grand theory concerning the 

effects of literacy does not hold true universally. Counter-examples 
can be produced suggesting that literacy can be 'exploitative' 
rather than intellectually improving. What does this tell us about 
literacy? Should we adopt a completely relativist interpretation of 
the meaning of literacy, or are there still discernible characteristics 
of writing which retain a fundamental importance in every culture? 
Should we re-examine the nature of literacy itself? 

A number of recent studies have begun to do precisely this. A 
forceful case is being built up for regarding the effects or impli- 
cations ofliteracy as heavily dependent on whatever society is using 
it. The variety in the possible uses of literacy is now abundantly 
clear (and was indeed suggested by some contributors to Literacy in 
Traditional Societies (1968)). They seem very largely determined by 
the customs and beliefs, not to mention the political and social 
system, already present. We have already encountered examples 
where literacy is seen essentially as a religious adjunct, the motiva- 
tion to read a totally religious one. The uses and 'consequences' of 
literacy in Hindu India are extremely closely related to the pre- 
eminent position of the Brahmin caste and their control of the 
sacred written texts.'3 The Japanese have a fundamentally differ- 
ent approach to the written word from the Western one, for 
whereas we would tend to think writing makes the spoken word 
permanent, the Japanese think knowledge resides in writing - 
Chinese characters - rather than the mere spoken word; knowledge 
can only be expressed by writing and the spoken word is inad- 

"' See Houston 1985 on the role olcalvinirm in wriring; Pattison ,982; K. Thomas 1986: 
Strauss and Gawthrop 1984. 

'' Strccr 1987; see also Harbnmcier 1988. 
'' See J. P. Parry 1989; Gough 1968. 
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equate.'* In the ancient world, the Athenians prided themselves 
on having written law and regarded that as fundamental to their 
democracy, whereas Sparta was proud of not needing it.'S 

Particularly interesting work has been done on the Middle Ages. 
Clanchy's fascinating study From Memory to Written Record (1979) 
shows, among other things, how the use of writing for certain kinds 
of proof and documents was not by any means obvious or immedi- 
ate. I t  was the predominant attitudes to the written word that did 
much to determine the place ofwriting in medieval England. These 
attitudes changed, but in a culture which still relied very largely on 
the spoken word and material objects as proof or memorial, writing 
had first to be accepted as better proof. Saenger's recent work on 
silent reading in the later Middle Ages also confounds our every 
e~pectat ion. '~ Silent reading became increasingly common with 
the advent of word-separation. I t  would be easy to think up arm- 
chair interpretations of its significance. But these would be twen- 
tieth-century ideas. What the men and women of the later Middle 
Ages were concerned about was the transition now made possible 
from the customary oral recitation ofprayers to their silent contem- 
plation. There was much impassioned discussion on the impli- 
cations - but the implications they were worried about were pecu- 
liarly religious and medieval in character. The silent and therefore 
internal recitation of prayers from books in the vernacular was now 
possible -hence more individualized prayers - and the production 
of these books could not be controlled by the Papal authorities. 
Private reading during Mass might be forbidden because it violated 
communal participation. Erotic illuminations began to accompany 
Books of Hours as they became objects of contemplation. There 
seems to he a variety of responses available: the ones chosen tell us 
a great deal about the anxieties of the late Middle Ages. On  a 
rather different theme Carruthers' recent study, The Book of Memory 
(1990)~ stresses the immense importance of memorization and the 
trained memory to the learned and literate in the Middle Ages; 
memorization was not made redundant by the presence of books, 
but on the contrary, books were regarded as only one way to 
remember and therefore to attain knowledge. 

'* Bloch 1989, esp. 29-34, 
" Phurarch, L~cajLyrurgui  rg.3 
'' Saenger ,989; also 1982. 
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Such detailed analyses, often strongly buttressed by the views of 
contemporaries themselves, make a persuasive case for the com- 

J plexity of writing and of the responses to it in different periods from 
our own. We must clearly link the uses of literacy with these bewil- 

about writing. They suggest that we should 
abandon the idea that literacy is a single, definable skill with defi- 
nite uses and predictable effects. Its manifestations seem, rather, to 
depend on the society and customs already there. Perhaps writing 
can exaggerate or strengthen tendencies already present, rather 
than transform them, but what is fundamental are the pre-existing 
features. Writing does not descend onto a blank slate. 

This more complex approach to literacy has been analysed and 

&+p, explained most persuasively by Brian Street (Literacy in Theory and 

4 p"? Pmctice, 1984). He  divides studies of literacy into two camps 
according to their general conception of literacy. They tend to fall 
into one of these whatever field they concern. Once the distinction 
has been pointed out, it is hard to disregard it, and it dispels 
enormous confusion. One approach looks for general effects of liter- 
acy as such (e.g. Goody (1968, 1977, 1986)). Street calls this 
approach the 'autonomous' model of literacy: this claims or hdsU' assumes that literacy is a simple skill or technology which has 

* ' ' certain standard, predictable effects on a society (e.g. rationality). 
Here literacy is rather like a catalyst in a chemical experiment - 
add it to a society and, without being changed itself, it will cause 
that society to change. The 'autonomous' model can be traced back 
intellectually to Marshall McLuhan. In this tradition, methods of 
communication are matters of technology only, and in the age of 
early television, technology (which was conceived as totally 'auton- 
omous') was to change everything. Exponents of this approach can 

('bh'6 A be accused, with considerable justification, of a kind of 'technologi- 
h&'e-- cal determinism'. 

This approach contrasts with the other, 'ideological' model, 
which tends to he found in detailed studies of writing, oral com- 

L\ ' munication or literacy, particularly those concerned with past 
societies. This sees literacy as much more fluid: its uses, impli- 
cations and effects are largely determined by the habits and beliefs 
(i.e. 'ideology' or mentality) of the society already there. Literacy 
does not itself change society, but is, as it were, changed by it. It 
thus has different manifestations in different periods and areas- for 
example in medieval England and in Japan, as we have seen. These 
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gulfs had been explained, rather unsatisfactorily, by some idea of a ( , ~ ~ y h m r ' ~  
I line of evolutionary development from 'craft literacy' to 'scribal ,l.a\ 

literacy', along which every society must he placed on its way to a 
full, rational, modern literacy." The examples already discussed 
do indeed suggest that the 'ideological' model is a more sophisti- 

i cated and historically convincing interpretation of literacy. 
Clanchy's study of medieval England could almost form a case 
study for it. Finnegan's work on orality and its relation to the use of 
writing is also important here. More recent work involving literacy 
tends to confirm it. Of those I have not yet mentioned, I would 
draw attention to the studies of Brian Stock, Detienne, my own 
book on classical Athens, and the striking recent collection of 
papers entitled Literacy and Society edited by Schousboe and Lar- 

i sen.*' This last volume argues for precisely this social and 'ideo- 
logical' construction of literacy over a wide range of literacy types 
and societies. I t  is in effect an answer to Goody and Watt's 'Conse- 
quences ofliteracy' and the accompanying volume of case studies.'g 

I One final point: many psychological tests seem to find a correla- 
tion between literacy and a more rational and analytical way of 
thinking, which would confirm the basic theory of the rationalizing 
effects of literacy. But what is the precise correlation involved here? 

! 
i If manifestations of literacy are usually conditioned by culture, 

they must also he inseparable from the education that accompanies 
that culture. Literacy is intimately linked to the educational 

I 
system. When children go to school they learn to read and write 
alongside many other skills. They are also imbibing a certain men- 
tality or certain ways of thought which are part of the culture in 
question. The psychological tests may thus he measuring the effects 

l 
of literacy within a Western educational system: the rational way of 
thinking is just as likely to be the result of general education as of 
literacy. Thus when people talk of the intellectual effects ofliteracy 
in, say, Third World countries, they are probably really seeing the 
effects of Western education and Western-style literacy. Goody has 

i 

" See Pattison 1982, and Craif 1986, ,987, for fulminations against rhr cvulutionvry idca; 
sce also Finnegan 1988: ch. 8. 
Stuck 1983; Detienne (ed.) ,988; R. Thomas 1989; Schousboc and Larsen (cds.) 1989; 
also Charticr (ed.) 1989. 

""0 iis Pattison's cxrrcrnely readabl~ hook, 1982; for printing, Craif 1987 has recently 
shown for modcrn England h a w F d d ~ x & t i n &  ar:~!hcmse!%.=mts~.fc&~- 
but depend on how they are use 
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held up the example of writing developed among the Vai in West 
Africa as proof of the intellectual effects of literacy,'" but what is 
revealing is that the two men most responsible for developing the 
new Vai script had in fact worked in the British colonial service - so 
their use of writing must have been deeply influenced by the col- 
onial administration. If literacy reflects culture at all, then it is 
extremely hard to isolate any effects of literacy from those of the 
culture in general - or, for that matter, from the culture promoting 
or introducing that literacy from outside.'' 

We tend to focus on literacy, but similar objections may be made 
to attempts to invest orality with general qualities and give it an 
overriding explanatory force - particularly in Greek society and 
literature. Here is the same general principle that the technology of 
communication is 6y itself an explanatory and active force in the 
character of a society. Though the effects of 'orality' are more often 
discussed in very general terms, we can distinguish three main 
strands: the propositions that (a) orality determines style; (b) ora- 

content; (c) orality determines mentality. Homeric 
has been thought to prove (a).  (b) is best seen in the 

r >  character of oral traditions about the past, though it is more gener- 
ally implied that orality will affect anything in an oral society. (c) is 
best seen in theories such as 0 )  in which orality, being the 
reverse of literacy, engenders a warm communal, uncritical, non- 
rational society which lacks a sense of the individual or of individ- 
ual thought, highly traditional, prone to the levelling effect of 
homeostasis. Thus Greek history and culture can be seen partly in 
terms of the progressive weakening of the oral mentality, increasing 
individualism, rationality, and discovery of the self, as literacy 
undermines it.'' 

But if literacy has widely varying implications, then it is likely 
that orality has too. The controversial example of oral poetry may 
be used to show that not all 'oral poetry' shares certain features 
simply by virtue of its being orally transmitted and composed.33 
The oral nature of composition does not totally determine its con- 

3" Goody 1987: ch. <) (with COIP a x ~ l  Srribiter) and r l l .  lo. 

'' Scr esp. Cole and Scribner ,981; Street ig84, 5. de Castell d a 1  (cds.), $986: rrp. Hcatlr's 
~ ~ 

essay. 
" Ong ,982 for the clrarcst cxporitioo; Goody 1968; Havclock 1963 and ,986; criiiqur, in 

Finnegan 1977: 116-8; Aod~rsen 1987. 
" Sec Finnegan ,977; ,970"; and my ch. 3 helow. 
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tent or form. When one also distinguishes the main elements of 
orality, oral transmission, oral composition, and oral communi- 
cation,3+ it becomes clearer that each element differs in its impli- 
cations, its relevance to a given society, and its relation to writing. 
Writing is not necessarily the mirror-image and destroyer of ora- 
lity, but reacts or interacts with oral communication in a variety of 
ways. Sometimes the line between written and oral even in a single 
activity cannot actually be drawn very clearly, as in the character- 
istic Athenian contract which involved witnesses and an often 
rather slight written document,'j or the relation between the per- 
formance of a play and the written and published text. It is doubt- 
ful that orality in itself can have analytic value in explainins Greek 
civilization. But its various components can illuminate much of 
Greek society. 

These points are now beginning to be taken up elsewhere. Some 
modern historians have noted how written culture was usually 
accessible even to those who could not read and there seems gener- 
ally more readiness to break down the strict barriers between liter- 
ate and oral.'6 Clanchy's work (1979) on medieval memory and 
written record has become a landmark in the study of the interac- 
tion between memory and oral communication and the written 
document. Carruthers' study of memory and its relation to written 
texts in the Middle Ages should join it (1990). 

This throws any study of literacy back onto the characteristics of or . u ; ~ ~  
I d '  the society in question, to its use of writing, and above all to the ,,* 

attitudes it has to the written word. The mere presence ofwriting in 7 
the ancient world tells us comparatively little: what is most inter- 
esting is how it comes to function, and what particular use is made 
of its potentials. Similarly with orality, where we can go beyond 
general observations about 'oral culture' to examine the specific 
manifestations of oral communication or poetry in ancient Greece. 

For the general problem of the nature of literacy or oral com- 
munication, many questions may still remain. Why does writing 
seem to take over? Does it in fact have some intrinsic features that 
distinguish it from oral communication? One would think so: 
everyday experience suggests that something written down has a 

34 Finnegan 1977: '6-94 (the must thorough discussion o fa l l  the ramifications); sec also 
Gentili 1988: 4-5. 

'' SCC R. Thomas ,989: 41-2.  55-58. 
3". Thomas ,986; Hol~sturr ,985, and 1988; Slock 1988: Goody ,987; Scribner 1984. 
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far better chance of survival and accurate transmission than some- 
thing reliant on memory and oral communication (especially if 
there is no special reason for remembering it). Writing does have a 
useful ability to preserve information and makes communication 
over long distance much easier. I t  obviously facilitates the trans- 
mission of a complex literary tradition. Studies of oral tradition 
emphasize how changeable such traditions are unless there are 
deliberate and effective mechanisms to secure accurate trans- 
mission: memory is very selective. But whether even these fairly 
simple features of writing are acted upon is quite another matter, 
and we should not ignore other possibilities of writing which are 
not pursued. When the new technology of printing was invented, it 
was at first used to produce books as near to medieval manuscripts 
in appearance as possible3' - in other words to perform what 
people were doing already but more quickly. There still seems to be 
an endless capacity for variation and manipulation in the use of 
writing - written texts can be made and interpreted in such a way 
that they are just as selective as memory. There is thus a difficult 
balance between the features of writing and oral communication 
which may make certain developments easier, and the question of 
whether they are taken advantage of, or the way they interact with 
cultural expectations. In the end it is hard to overestimate the 
extent to which their 'implications' are culturally determined. 

This should encourage a student ofancient literacy and orality to 
pay more attention to ancient society itself. Much of the most 

f W  i" recent work on the ancient world is braking away from attempts to 
kl@\,*$ measure Greek intellectual progress in terms of the increase of 

literacy, or to measure the extent of literacy without going further. 
c Harris' recent book on Ancient Lileraq (1989) devotes much space to 

the uses of writing (though he is ultimately interested in arguing for 
very restricted literacy). The work by Detienne and Svenbro,3" 
and in particular the interesting collection of papers in Les Savoirs de 
l'iccriture. En Giece ancienne (1y88), edited by Detienne, approach the 
use of writing in a much more fluid, less deterministic manner. 
There is slightly more readiness to countenance both literacy and 
orality together.'" In a sense, there has been 
from literac-he use of writing. 

$ 7  Cianchy 1983. 
Detienne 1988a. r988b. and 1986; Svenbro iy88a. 

39 R. Thomas 1989; Ander~en 1987, and 1989; W. V. Harris 1989. 
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Oral poetry 

I INTRODUCTION: O R A L  P O E T R Y  A N D  O R A L I T Y  

Modern study of Greek orality - perhaps even of orality itself - is 
i founded on Homeric epic poetry. In a brilliant series of articles 

between 1928 and his untimely death in 1935, Milman Parry 

the product of a long tradition rather than the creation ofone poetic 
argued that Homer's Iliad and Odyssey were traditional oral poetry, 

genius. Parry and his pupil Albert Lord turned to the contempor- 1 ary illiterate bards of southern Yugalavia in the 1 9 p s  and iggos. 
I 

Here they could see how an oral poet actually composed in per- 
formance and, in particular, how he used a traditional stock of set 
pieces, formulae and set themes to help him compose as he sang. 
Parry's detailed analysis of Homer seemed to reveal a similar 
system of traditional formulae: thus the Homeric epics were oral 
poetry. 

This theory had precedents in earlier work but it proved to be 
I revolutionary.' Homcr is now widely known at an oral poet. Oral 

poetry was put on the map. The  'oral theory' or 'Parry-Lord 
theory', as it is sometimes known, has been applied to other poetic 
traditions of epic or archaic nature - Old Norse, Anglo-Saxon, 

I African epic, Karakirghiz poetry, to name only a few. For the 
! 

Greek world, Parry's theory focused attention on the oral side of 

I Greek life more generally: Havelock's theory that Greece was an 
I 'oral society' even down to the fourth century B C  was a direct 

offshoot. The scholarly image of a highly literate ancient Greece 
was shattered irrevocably. 

I The theory also still lies at the heart of our image oforality, both 

Scc Parry's collected works in M. Parry 1971; be" discussion and critique (Irom a vast 
choice] is by A. Parry (his son) in the Introduction to this (1971; repr. in A. Parry ,990: 
195-2641. 
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in Greece and in general. This is partly because studies of orality 

9. 

have clustered overwhelmingly around the Homeric epics, the 
Yugoslav bards and other epic poetry. It  is ultimately because of 

L t  u" Parry's theory that we must now recognize the importance of 
audlence and the context of performance in oral and traditional 4 d . I )  : .  . .  

'J &@ soctetles; slmllarly the character of improvisation. The extraordi- 
11 narlly lnfluentlal idea that oral poetry is essentially different from 

'literate poetry', and therefore that it is killed by literacy, can also 
be traced back to Parry's and Lord's original formulation. So can 
the idea that an oral society has specific predictable characteristics 
which distinguish it sharply from a literate one.' The oral poet - 
and oral society - become mechanical tools of tradition. 

The 'Homeric question' thus deserves our attention for the sheer 
influence it has had. Moreover, I have been suggesting so far that 
literacy and orality are flexible and highly variable in their manifes- 
tations, indeed that we should blur the line usually drawn between 
'literate' and 'oral' and examine their interpenetration. Surely the 
Homeric poems disprove this idea at once? Certainly the 'oralists' 
in the Parry-Lord tradition would think so. But many of the 
assumptions about orality based on the Homeric oral theory may 
be mistaken, as I hope to show. If oral poetry is very much more 
varied and creative than the Parry-Lord theory held,3 this should 
enable us to go on to a more subtle and sympathetic appreciation of 
the variety and complexity of oral cultures. Discussion of orality is 
still often too generalized, uncritical, and woolly, the allcged 
character of 'orality' surprisingly often a matter of faith rather than 
evidence. Scholars have tended, as I have said, to look for the 
similarities between oral poetry of different cultures (and thereforc 
the features of 'oral society') rather than thc difl'erencrs. This is 
surely patronizing and fails to recognize the diversity and achieve- 
ments of societies without writing. Little comparative evidence is 
known except the Yugoslav, especially amongst classicists (and the 
Yugoslav evidence has still not been studied in the depth it 
deserves). Yet orality turns out to be as complex and variable in its 
manifestations as literacy. 

It  is now generally accepted, then, that the Homeric poems are 

' Scr. ior cx;lmplc, Lord 1 9 6 ~ :  Hauplock 1963 and On3 1982; FOIPY'S SUTVCY, 1988. 
Hcrc 1 am much iodrbrrd to Finnegnn 1977;Jcnsen's disru~sion oirumparative evidcnce 
(1980) i s  also exrrrrnrly rcfrcshin~. Note publication orYugoslav songs and intrrvicws in 
M. Parry and Lord ,954 and ,974 
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essentially the product of at1 oral tradition of poetry and of more 
than one poet (called 'Homer' for convenience), written down 
probably in the eighth century B C  when the alphabet came to the 
Greek world. But classical scholars are increasingly inclined to 
resist this conclusion. The debate, which may be followed in a vast 
number ofbooks and articles, is not simply ofesoteric interest, for it 
bears directly on some of the most fundamental questions about the 
nature oforal poetry and the society which produces it. Let us start 
with the Parrv-Lord thesis itself. 

2 T H E  P A R R Y  - L O R D  T H E S I S  

Milman Parry's original studies concentrated on painstaking 
analysis of one of the most curious features of the epics, the 
Homeric 'stock epithet'. Each Homeric character has a recurrent 
descriptive but 'ornamental' epithet: 'grey-eyed Athena', 'noble 
Odysseus', 'swift-footed Achilles'. Parry argued that there was an 
extremely complex system behind their use and distribution: each 
noun-epithet unit was suited to one particular section of the hexa- 
meter line. If the same character was mentioned in another part of 
the verse, he would have another epithet which suited the metre 
there. Epithets changed not according to the immediate needs of 
the narrative, but simply for metrical reasons. That  is, the poet 
would use the 'formula' that fitted his metrical needs. There were 
also whole-line formulae: a conventional verse for Achilles answer- 
ing someone would run, 'Then in answer again spoke swift-footed 
Achilles', and the verse could he endlessly varied for other heroes. 
The sense usually ended with the end of the verse. There were also 
whole passages which could be repeated en bloc for certain recurrent 
descriptions. 

Parry argued that there was strictly one phrase or 'formula' per 
section of the hexameter, with little unnecessary duplication. The tA system was both so economical and so complex that it could not k,,ln- 
be the work of one poet, but was the result of a long series of fl 
bards working within the same tradition, who each composed out 
of these ready-made formulae and passed the tradition on to the 
next generation. By a Darwinian survival of the fittest, presumably, 
the formulaic system had been exquisitely refined until it was an 
instrument of complexity and yet perfect economy. Parry made the 
principle of 'economy and extension' central to oral poetry. He  
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believed that the whole of the Iliad and O@ssey would turn out to 
consist of formulae, given careful enough analysis. 

1 Parry's researches in Yugoslavia helped shift the emphasis from 
~ j ~ + + ' *  traditional to oral: the Homeric poems were now traditional oral 

poetry. The poets could have composed without writing because \s ). they could call up the formulaic phrases as they needed from the 
vast oral store. The Yugoslav poetry was heavily formulaic epic, 
often lengthy, and clearly composed and transmitted entirely with- 
out writing. Sometimes these poets or gusluri 'repeated' songs they 
had sung already in similar form, but they could also improvise on 
the spot from their traditional store of formulae and themes. An 
analogy with modern jazz may be helpful here.4 Poets would 
'learn' songs from other singers, hut far from repeating them word 
for word, they re-created them in their own manner. Even when a 
singer insisted he was singing the 'same song' as before, there 
would often be quite serious differences between the two songs, and 
the tape recorder would reveal numerous tiny changes. The 
audience and the context of the performance affected the poet quite 
markedly. Thus the formulaic style oforal poetry was illustrated in 
practice, and most important, this living poetry revealed what was 
impossible to deduce from a stable written text, the importance of 
performance and audience to the poetic creation, and the fluidity 
and changeable nature of oral poetry. 

The Yugoslav poetry certainly helps us understand how the Iliad 

)$ and Odyssy could be a t  the end of a long tradition of poetry stretch- 
ing across the Dark Ages, the culmination of a fine tradition rather 
than the work of a poet of genius in isolation. The so-called monu- 
mental poet (or poets) must lie pretty close to the purely oral 
tradition simply because the alphabet arrived in Greece only in the 
early eighth century. Moreover, we must at least revise our 
demands for originality for a type of poetry in which the very 
building bricks are highly traditional. Extreme proponents of the 
oral theory claim that the canons of traditional literary criticism are 
appropriate only to written poetry, but this presupposes a complete 
gulf between oral and written poetry. However, if the poet com- 
posed partly or entirely from a stock of formulae, set themes and 
traditional lang-uage, then his songs would indeed consist of older 
elements as well as newer ones: any hard in this tradition would he 

Suggested by Silk ig87 26. 
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partly creating a new song, partly repeating or re-creating an older 
tradition. 

Moreover in any performance he would be improvising as he 
went along, unable to go back and change bits if he had a good idea 
later on in the performance. So there would be inconsistencies, a 
few indications of later invention and composition on top of the 
older layers. This explains some of the long-noted inconsistencies in 
Homer: for instance the famous embassy to Achilles in the Iliad 
starts with three men (9.168ff.), then seems to have two, then 
returns to three.5 As Horace said, 'Homer nods' (A75 Poetica 359). 
This can allow both the tradition and the master poet(s) at the end. 
For if each oral poet composes afresh from a traditional stock of 
language, themes, and formulae, then he is simultaneously creating 
a unified song - unified at least by his own personality and story- 
telling - and being the repository and reproducer of traditional, 
even ancient, formulae and tales. The old themes and formulae 
have been swept up by successive generations of bards, reproduced, 
and transmitted - and no doubt discarded (discussion has neg- 
lected this process), so that each bard is at once a creative poet and 
a traditional one. Certainly this upsets our conception of poetic 
originality and creativity. The extreme version of this structured 
system seems to leave no room for any innovation. 

The performance, stressed so much by the Parry-Lord theory, 
has further implications for oral poetry. The oral poet is influenced 
by the audience in a way a writer is (supposedly) not, prompted to 
expand or alter his song according to audience reaction and the 
circumstances of performance. This variation is widely attested in 
oral poetry all over the world. No two performances would be 
identical. That means that the Homeric bard too would have sung 
different songs in different performances, altered, expanded, and 
probably improved his repertoire. He could not have sung the Iliad 
as we have it every time, or even sections of it, and in any case, it 
was far too long (almost 15,700 lines) for a single performance. 
Given that the poet is also supposed to have composed completely 
in performance, we should have to envisage an extremely fluid type 
of poetry in the Homeric tradition, consisting of the whole body of 
epic tales from the Trojan Wars - not just those of the Iliad and 
Odyssey - composed in performance and lacking any stable text. On  

5 Well explained by Nagler 1974: g5-6 and n. 35. 
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this view, our texts of the Iliad and Odyssey record just one of very 
many performances of those epics. 

There has been much criticism of the Yugoslav analogy. Firstly, b'@ it is merely an analogy, not proor The poetry is very inferior in 
quality to Homer's, as Parry and Lord admitted, so many doubt 
that the Homeric epics can be at all c o m p a r a b l e . ~ h i s  inferiority 
implies, unfortunately, that oral poetry really cannot achieve excel- 
lence (and Homer must have been a literate poet after all) - many 
scholars assume that any sign of care or finesse must indicate the 
use of writing. Another result, perhaps, is that the tools of oral 
analysis developed expressly for the Yugoslav context have not 
given enough attention to individual poetic quality and subtlety. I 
should emphasize, contrary to what is often thought, that oral 
poetry and poets vary in quality just like literate poetry and poets. 
Fine oral poetry, even of epic scale, has been found elsewhere in the 
world, especially in the Karakirghiz tradition and in Africa.' It 
should be possible to understand how an oral poet can produce fine 
poetry without the help ofwriting. Much still needs explanation. It 
is not clear that the Parry-Lord idea of oral composition is enough 
to account for our texts of Homer, or that it covers all oral poetry. 

In the field of Homeric research we can now discern two main 

(&'$ 

trends. On  the one hand, the formulaic theory of Parry and Lord is 
being refined and extended to other oral poetry (based mainly in 
America, this trend in scholarship amounts to a school of thought 
adhering to 'the oral theory of composition');n formulae and 

fX themes are the focus, poetic individuality denied. On t i  other 
hand, after a period in which the Parry thesis was absorbed and 
generally accepted, there has been what might be called an aes- 
thetic reaction, and scholars have returned again to the literary 
qualities of Homer. Oral theorists tend to deny any poetic inten- 1 2  tions on the part of the individual poet, stressing mechanisms and 
tradition over irrnovation and creativity. Yet it is hard to believe 
that the Iliad with its twenty-four books, over-arching structure 
binding the whole together, and ability to transcend the basic tale 
of Achilles' wrath, could really have been the result of on-the-spot 

Eg.  Kirk ,976: ch 5; Dirlrnrier 1971; Hainsworth , 9 6 8  ch. I .  

' SeeJenien ,980: erp. c h i  2-4. 
For a survey (rather uncritical) of the drreloprnent of 'the oral illrurv', srr Foley ,988; 
Lord ,986. 
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improvisation alone. The overall coherence must surely indicate 
that, however traditional the language and basic story, the Iliad 
bears the mark of a master poet at the end of a long line, a so-called 
'monumental poet'. And this reintroduces the possibility of individ- 
ual creativity and innovation within the tradition, not to mention 
the strong possibility that the poet worked extensively on the poem. 
Recent studies have examined how the Homeric poet may have 
transcended the limits of the tradition, using and improving upon 
the traditional formulae." Jz The manifest literary qualities of Homer should surely affect our ?$& 
appreciation of oral poetry and its mechanisms. Yet there is a wide 
gulf between the literary study of Homer and the oral-formulaic 

UN-J 

school. The literary study of Homer tends merely to chip away at 
the oral-formulaic theory or neglect it altogether." Assertions, for 
instance, that the epics are of such high quality that writing must 
have been involved assume that care indicates a literate poet, but 
simply shift the responsibility onto equally variable methods of 
communication." On the other hand, even though Parry and Lord 
acknowledged the superior quality of Homer's poetry, their fol- 
lowers have not attended to the subtleties oflanguage and thought 
pointed out by other Homeric studies, let alone tried to explain 
them in oral terms. The result is deadlock and mutual disregard. 
Yet surely if modern understanding of oral poetry and its mechan- 
isms is to have any validity at all, we should be able to explain how 
a poet of genius might work within an oral tradition and produce a 
work of art (perhaps like the Iliad). The American oral-formulaic 
school has so far failed to do this. But nor can we dismiss the oral 
theory entirely, since the Iliad and Odyssey so obviously do share 
some reatures of other oral poetry and they were composed when 
writing was barely known, if at all. For a balanced, rounded view, 
one needs to appreciate not simply oral poetry and 'orality', or 
writing and literacy, but both. I t  should be possible to find some 
accommodation between the two very different positions. This can 
best be done by focusing on three main areas where the traditional 

" Eg. Fenik ( r d )  1978; Bremer. deJong, KullT(cdr.) 1987; A.  Parry 197s. 
" As A.  Parry pointroot, 1 9 7 ~ :  57. and still true. Bur see now Nnm tggob. 
" Heubcck ,978; Lohrnann ,970, from analysis of the specchcs; Leiky 1966; W a d r ~ G e q  

1952; also A. Parry 1966 bul not on grounds ofquality alone. 
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oral-formulaic theory seems to need modification: (i) method of 
composition, (ii) the formula, (iii) the role ofwriting." 

3 M E T H O D  O F  C O M P O S I T I O N :  M E M O R Y ,  IMPROVISATION, 
R E F L E C T I O N  

As we have seen, Parry, Lord, and the 'oral formulaic' school stress 
above all that the oral poet does not memorize but actually com- 
poses in performance, responding to audience and situation. 
Contrary to the folklorists' belief in exact memorization over gener- 
ations, verbatim accuracy among the Yugoslav bards was almost 
unknown and no song was sung in exactly the same way again. 
Composition in performance was absolutely essential to explain not 
only the Yugoslav evidence but the Greek epic poems which were 
in any case too long to memorize exactly. 

T o  a large extent we must accept this of Homer and indeed most, 
ifnot all, oral poetry. Absolute verbatim accuracy would have been 
impossible to achieve for the Homeric bard. Perhaps more import- 
ant ,  it would be impossible to check without a written text and 
tape-recorder, and one wonders whether it would even have 
seemed desirable to a socirty not obsessed (as we are) with 
verbatim accuracy. But does composition-in-performance (post- 
poning the issue of writing for the moment) really account for the 
production of the Iliad and Odyssey as we have them? 

It no longer seems possible to leave out memory and memoriza- 
tion entirely.'3 On the simplest level the poet knew some 'set 
pieces' by heart, for example the lengthy descriptions of preparing 
a meal. He must also have remembered the formulae. Of course 
memorization is involved. 

For more complex aspects of the poems, composition entirely in 
performance becomes even more problematic. Take, for instance, 
one of the most powerful scenes ofthe Iliad, the speech of Achilles in 

" O n  what follows rhcre is no good ~ r n c r a l  gulde. Lord ,960 ia iundamwntal, and K ~ r k  1962, 
, 976 - r  collection ofimpurtanr aniclrs; Finnegan, ,977: eip rh.  3, an importantgmrral 
nvurk. Silk 1987 and Murllcr r98qdn. helpfill: Hrubrck ,978 rurijeys Homrricatudirr a i d  
their future. For critical discussion of  rhr rompnrative material, Jpnarn 1980 frarlicr 
rhapters) presents nrw material and analysis oforal poetry, thoash her vie%,$ on the later 
(P~isistrarid) recoiding of Homer are icss plausible; Young 1967, Bowra 1966, and Harm 
1980 are stimulating. 

Jensrn ,980: $2-7; Lord ,981 would admit only 'unconscious' memorization. 
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I book g.308tT,, in which he refuses to return to the fighting and 
rejects the embassy's offer and the main elements ofthe heroic code 
of behaviour along with it'4 - a scene which, incidentally, could 

I well have been performed on its own.'5 Its language is forced and 
highly unusual. Moreover, the language of all Achilles' speeches is Lb?) 

i consistently richer and more unusual than that of other characters 
(as is the language of Homeric speeches in general compared to 
that of the  narrative).'"^ the poet has a t  least two levels of 

I composition and is capable of highly wrought and unusual I a n  1~ 
I guage for the central figure of the epic. This would hardly be 

surprising on dramatic and literary grounds but it is not well 

I accommodated by the oral-formulaic theory. I t  is hard to see how 
! such finely crafted speeches could be produced by fresh improvis- 

ation each time. Some think such subtleties actually disprove the 
oral theory. Or  perhaps the problem can be resolved by recognizing 
that improvisation or composition-in-performance has simply been 

j exaggerated." 
There was surely nothing to prevent a bard, particularly a gifted 

one, from working on the traditional tales, developing certain 
characters, and working up certain scenes between performances. If  

I any elements a t  all were worked on  outside the performance itself, 
then more than improvisation is involved. The  only obstacle to this, 
as we shall see, is our conception of oral poetry drawn from the 

I 
i 

Yugoslav bards. I t  tends to be thought that oral poetry, by its very 

i nature, is improvised in the heat of the moment, fluent, traditional, 
unreflective, and the opposite of written poetry which involves 
often long reflection, rewriting, and compressed and intense lan- 

! 

I guage." In  Greece the transition from the leisurely style of epic to 
the briefer style of lyric has sometimes been taken to reflect a 
transition from orality to literacy.'g But the Yugoslav evidence 
itself does not entirely uphold these ideas, and beyond Yugoslavia, 

1 ' 4  A. Parry 1956;rontrn, Recic, C ( ? q  (19731: zy3-5. 
' 5  Silk 1987: 39. 
'"rifin 1986: erp, 50-56. See also Luhmarln ,970. 

i ' 7  Jensen rg80, 1 9 - 7  and refs. io n. 20 brlow; ci. Lord's description of rht process as 
'rccrcating' (e.g igbo: tro, cf. 13-29. 102-20) which is vague and ambiguous Jcnaen's 
dcfcnre of Lord therefore recms to zo too far (and as shc admits, he exapccrated the extent , .. 
oicrcativity). 

'" Fluent and unrcflrctive oral poetry: q. Hvcclnck 1963, ,982: Lord ,960; modified by 
Kirk 1976: ch. 4. 

I' ' q  E.g. Gentili 1988: crp. chr. I and 3. 
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much oral poetry is far closer in style to this ideal 'literate' poetry 
than to the Yugoslavian brand. 

For fairly exact repetition does sometimes occur. Lord under- 
standably stressed the extent of change from song to song in order 
to counteract the more usual (and unfounded) faith in exact repeti- *' tion. But as Jensen and Kirk have pointed out, there are striking 

b\) examples in the Yugoslavian material of very close if not verbatim 
repetition of a song even after a period of several years. Examples of 
apparent memorization and fairly close reproduction in other oral 
poems are hard to explain away."' Accuracy is probably higher if 
an oral composition has ritual importance, for a ritual function may 
introduce distinct reasons and even mechanisms for comparative 
accuracy." 

The possibility of private reflection, as well as of memorization, 
should also be reinserted into our concept of the oral poet (and 

erefore the oral society). The idealization of the oral poct as 
spontaneous and unreflective and, being illiterate, only able to 
function in front of an audience is inaccurate as well as unduly 

.gC minimalist. In several societies oral poetry is composed by the poet 
f fO'  

in complete isolation from other people, to be performed only later, 
from memory. As Finnegan points out, the Eskimo poet seeks com- 
plete solitude when he is inspired; one such poct called his songs his 
'companions in solitude'. In the Gilbert Islands the inspired poet 
leaves the village to compose. When he is ready, he returns to try 
out his creation before his friends, and he may alter it further after 
their criticism." Jensen points out that Lord's Yugoslav singers did 
usually practise in private first, and cites a Romanian cpic singer 
who regularly kept his wife awake by practising to himself on the 
night before he was to perform at a wedding.'' 

As for style, one need only glance at examples oforal poetry from 

ac, ,Jtnirn 1980: 23-5, +,~-r, csp 40 with r ~ f s . .  c i r i n ~  K i p l n k y  z!gib. Scr also K i r k  1976: CSP. 

rr8-9j (but arguing that rhr Grcrk tradition would bc more accurst? than rhr Yogo- 
sluvian); in 1976: rll 6, he belicvrs rnrrnory has hcrn iindrrrateii. Srcal in Finnrgar, 1977: 
73-86; Young 1967; Hainaxurrh rgG8, ili accrprs an plrrncnf ufrccitation. 

" For rhe (sopponcdlyl oral trat~rrnisiinn ofthr Vedic hymns ovcr ctnturira: srrJ.  P. Parry 
1989: 53-5 and Smith 1977, who wcss l'hc liturgical mlt: F i n n r ~ a n  "77: ,134-69, arid 
Goody 1985, br scrpticirrn o f  such accuracy by oral tra~ismission alone; contrast, e.g., for 
rxtreme fluidity, The Hindu Oral .?/>z,ii of (;anoini, by Shyarn hl. Pandry (Allababad rgRz] (I 
owe this rer. toMar t in  W P S ~ ]  

" Finnegan rg77: 80-86. 
'% Jcnren 1980: 42. r ~ f c r r i ~ ~ g  to 1.0rd 1960: I 14; 1'1. I'airy and Lord 19.54: 266. Prcmedi- 

ration, practice, and perfrcrinq ia private by Serbo-Croatian hny, Lord 1960: 21. 
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all over the world to see the huge variety of genres, styles, lengths of 
poems, and types of compo~it ion. '~  For those coming to oral poetry 
from the epic Homeric context, the occurrence of short oral songs 
deserves particular emphasis (compare, in fact, the so-called 
Homeric Hymns of the archaic period). In  other words, the sheer 
orality of a poet does not by itself tend to produce a certain style. 

Some would argue that examples of memorization and private 
composition apply only to shorter poems and are irrelevant to 
Homer; would composition in performance not still be necessary 
for the longer genres of p0etry?~5 There may be some truth in this. 
But on one level the argument is couched in terms of what an oral 
poet can and cannot do as an oral poet - whether he is driven by 
illiteracy to certain methods and styles rather than others. T h e  
debate often slides quietly from Homer or Yugoslavian poetry back 
to what we would suppose is possible without writing. The  Yugo- 
slav bards have also dominated our idea of what all oral poetry 
must be like. But if we cast our net wider, it would indeed seem that 
oral poets do occasionally indulge in careful silent composition and 
memorization. The techniques available to the oral poet are far 
more varied than the Yugoslav analogy implies. 

If we accept that oral poets are capable of premeditation and 
reflection, of developing an idea without the aid of writing, then 1 
see no reason to doubt that the final Homeric poet of the Iliad could 
have worked on the grand structure over a period of many years. {'I 
Certainly he would have inherited much, but a truly gifted singer 
would innovate on his own (and, after all, someone had to invent 
even the most basic formulae at  some point, let alone the main 
themes). So a large-scale poem like the Iliad could have been devel- 
oped very gradually - and not necessarily with w~iting.~"The 
greatest scenes might have been carefully crafted in private and 
refined continually, reproduced in a t  least roughly the same form in 
successive performances. 

There is remarkably little modern study of how a singer may 
repeat or develop a particular song over several years - how far he 
may correct or refine, or in other words, work consciously on a 

" See above all f i n n r ~ a t i  1977% and 1982 -though note that hcr definirion of oral poetry is 
extremelv broad. 

"i Lord's defence e.g ,981. 
" K i r k  on gradual devclopmenr: 1976: 137 (but he prefers rhc possibility o f  cornposition 

without writing); Hainsworth 1968: 1-2 accrpts the possibility o f  rehearsal. 
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song.27 The  emphasis has been on fluidity and formulaic compo- 
sition. But it is probable that a song may reach a state of relative 
stability if the poet achieves a form that pleases him." We should 
at least admit that, if a poet does give many performances of the 
same song, he has the chance for successive change, alteration, 
refinement, even 'rehearsal'- and unlike the literate author, he can 
continue this process for his whole life (this is a striking thought for 
literate authors, bound unavoidably by their previously published 
work). Improvisation could still occur in performances, and scenes 
be expanded or left out. Some scenes would be remembered care- 
fully, others not. Presumably the monumental poet worked on 
Achilles' speech in Iliad g particularly carefully, then committed it 
to memory, before slotting it  into the more fluid embassy scene. 
Composition without writing would not in fact be as incredible as 

&!! we might expect from the Parry-Lord theory. Nor is there reason 
to think that memorization (of any degree) hampered improvis- 

ed ation and c~eat ivi ty: '~  it can merely supplement improvisation and 
preserve the finest scenes. 

The oral poet begins to emerge more plausibly. Care is not the 

;r a C 6  monopoly of the literate. T h e  accommodation of careful compo- 
sition in private as \yell as a certain degree of memorization will go 
far towards explaining the composition of the Iliad and Odyssey by 
an oral poet in a long tradition of oral poetry - and in any case 
much other oral poetry. Moreover it allows for literary and poetic 
appreciation. 

4 T H E  FORMULA: T H E  F O R M l l L A l C  POET?  

$ Formulae lie a t  the heart of the discovery that the Homeric poems 
were composed orally, and the idea that the composition of oral 
poetry is mechanically traditional. I t  is the formnlaic system that &'3+ * helps an o n 1  poet improvise in performance. I t  is still commonly r 
thought - but incorr~ctly - that the presence of formulae shows that IT@'$ a poem has been composed orall". A-y, work on oral 

S 

': Jensen ,980: 42-3. 
' 8  Jrnicn 1980: 42. Lord 1960. l oo  thinks that a iho i l  song wrll tend to becornc mure rtablr 

thc morr it is sung. 
'"~s Lord assumed, perhaps arcing rr~rrnorization as annloguus to havinga fixed rcxt, which 

hc did think destroyed oral poetry. 

The formula: theformulaicpoet? 4' 

poetry has concentrated on the formula.'" But the centrality of the 
formula in oral poetry has been much exaggerated. 

Many problems remain unresolved - and perhaps unresolvable. 
Parry thought all Homer would turn out to consist of formulae, but 
that was rapidly shown to be untrue.3' Indeed Homer's language Jib 
contains many words which the poet uses only once (often, inciden- 5 
tally, for particularly highly charged descriptions). A recent calcu- 
lation suggests that 35 per cent of the vocabulary used in the Iliad is 
used there only once, 33 per cent for the Odyssey: that is, out of 
about 6000 words used in the Iliad, about 2000 are unique. The  

:"aw 
parallel figure for Shakespeare, well known for his breadth of vo- 
cabulary, is 45 per cent.3' This is a high proportion of words 
occurring only once: a t  the very least, these rare words can hardly 
be formulaic. 

But in any case students of oral poetry disagree about what 
constitutes a formula (thus statistical analyses of formulaic content 
can be very misleading). Since exactly repeated phrases are less 
frequent than originally imagined, oral theorists have turned to 
phrases which, though not exact repetitions, seem 'formulaic'. 
There is corresponding disagreement about what will count as 
'formulaic':33 for example, verses which partially repeat a formula 
but add other words are clear variations on a basic formula. But 
other phrases occur with the same grammatical pattern as each 
other but totally different vocabulary. Some scholars argue that 
these are 'structural formulae', that is, formulaic in pattern. Yet if 
you allow anything to be formulaic which merely repeats a struc- 
tural or grammatical pattern found elsewhere, you are in danger of 
ending up in tautoloq.  With a wide enough definition, any utter- 
ance that fits the hexameter will be formulaic. This would fit the 
oral theory rather well, but it would allow similar analysis of 

J" E.g. (from a vast list): H;tinsworrlr ,968: n p .  chs. 1-3, rxrrcmely technical but on? o f r t ~ r  
clearest discussionr, alsoHurksrra 1464; A. Parry ,971: xxrii-iii, and 1966: 194-6; Russu 
,966; A ' r .  Edwards x98R: Shive 1987. 

" Further critiqur in. Haiosu,uith ,968: 23-32, 72-3 (nnaiopv from thp nouo-rpithetr is 
inadequate); also Lord ,953: 127 and elsewhere, who stresses rhc creation offormulaic 
rxprerrions. See also Ros rnmcy~ i  1965; Russo 1968 vcrd ,966; Hoeksrrr ,964; Finkelberg 
1986. 
Pope 1985: caunfins Iliad and O<III~Y sepsralcly. Srr airu Richardson ,987 un rirnilrr and 
rarc words; Griffin 1986 on speeches; Russo 1968 on Homer 'against his iradrrion'. M.  
Parry i g r :  373 attrnmprrd to dcal wirh rhr probleln. 

33 See esp. Finncgan 1977: 58-72 and Hainsworth 1968: erp, chs. 2-3 on definiriona of rhe 
formula. 
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written poetry. As Silk has pointed out, for instance, all poets, even 
Shakespeare, compose in metrical patterns." 'Formulaic expres- 
sions' would therefore cease to be a feature special to oral poetry. 

The naive formula-theory is undermined still further by a recent 
@ book by David Shive (1987) which tackles Parry's original analysis 

)J\@s '9,s of the Homeric noun-epithet phrases. Whether modified or m a a i -  
nalized, Parry's original analysis seems to be generally accepted. 
Shive is the first to re-examine in quite the same detail as Parry the 

"$J original building b l aks  of the theory. He shows exhaustively that 
the analysis was crucially flawed because it did not look at  all the 
ways in which the poet referred to a Homeric hero (here, Achilles), 
only the noun-epithets. The wider range of data transforms the 
picture: the choice of a particular phrase is not dictated solely, or 
even very frequently, by the metre alone, but often by literary 
considerations. There is less 'economy' and a lot more 'extension' 
than Parry and others have thought. Thus Homer was using tra- 
ditional diction, certainly, but often meditating so carefully on the 
most apt phrase, rather than using a ready-made expression, that 
he begins to look very like Milton or Virgil. Shive implies that this 
care and thought could only be achieved with the aid of writing as a 
mnemonic aid. 

The Homeric poems certainly contain a combination of clear 
'formulae' (epithets, set-piece scenes, for example), language which 
is formulaic to some degree, and language which is unusual. I t  is 
perhaps better to accommodate this variation, instead of defining it 
away, and think in terms of a spectrum of levels, from the extreme, 
fixed and repeated elemcnts (formulae) to clear-cut parallel and 
analogous stylistic elements, to 'free' compo~it ion. '~  Students of 
the oral-formulaic theory have so far been reluctant to pursue the 
implications of the 'free' passages for the nature of oral compo- 
sition. 

We should also question the equation of formulaic style with oral 
composition much more rigorously. For not all formulaic poetry is 
oral. Formulaic expressions have been found in Anglo-Saxon, Old 
French and Old German poetry, some of which was certainly com- 
posed by literate poets. So the lbrmulaic theory has had to be 
adapted; much attention has shifted to the now rather urgent 

Silk 1987: 28; scc also Sl~lvc  1987: cap. ch. 8. 
' 5  Silk 1987: 1 2 .  

1 
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i question of precisely how formulaic a poem needs to be for it to be 
(certainly) orally composed (other criteria are sometimes used, 
particularly that of 'economy', stressed by Kirk). This quest of 

1 course presupposes that an oral poem must be formulaic. A closer 
look at the evidence suggests a more blurred line between oral and 

! written literature. 
Albert Lord, for instance, believes that the poetry of the Yugo- 1 slav bards is loo per cent formulaic, of Homer go per cent.Sb The 

Homeric figure is quite unrealistic, especially when the whole 
corpus has not yet been analysed. But stranger results emerge. For 

I instance much Anglo-Saxon poetry which is formulaic was actually 
composed by literate monks, and sometimes even translated from 
Latin.37 Lord himself quotes some poetry written in the oral epic 
style by a Franciscan monk in I 759 -clearly not orally composed in 

! 

I 
the manner of the Yugoslav suslari .  Yet this poetry consists of '58 
per cent formula and formulaic with 27 per cent straight formula'. 
Lord takes this proportion to be an obvious correlate ofthe fact that 

I 
it was not 'real' oral poetry. But 27 per cent straight formulae is a 
rather high proportion for a non-oral poem, and once we allow that 
this is possible, we are admitting that formulae, even in large 
quantities, are by no means confined to true oral poetry. Lord 
concludes confidently that 'a pattern of 50 to 60 per cent formula or 
formulaic, with ro to perhaps 25 per cent straight formula, indi- ~ cates clearly literary or written composition'." Yet again, 60 per 
cent formulaic expressions is very high for written composition. 
Surely the formula and formulaic style cannot be so clear and 
absolute a sign of oral poetry.""he choice of clear dividing lines 

I for lbrmulaic content on either side of which poetry must be either 
oral or literate begins to appear arbitrary, and the search for oral 
formulaic proportions seems ultimately to rely on faith rather than 
statistics. 

Furthermore, not only does some written poetry have a heavily 
formulaic style, but some orally composed poetry lacks formulae. 
Eskimo poetry, for example, and some other oral lyric poetry are 
not formulaic.+o The Yugoslav and Homeric epics have so domi- 

3' Lord 1960: 142-4; 1967: 18. 
" Benion 1066; Finneqan ,977: 69-7' 
JB Lord r96,: 24. 
'U As Hainsworth ,981: esp. 811; and Kirk (1966, rcpr. ,976: ch. 8). who therefore tried to 

define a non-oral formulaic itylc. Scc also Kirk 1976: ch. 4; defcncc by Foleg ,981. 
1" Finnegun ,977: 69-72, 80-6. 
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nated the study of oral poetry that, even when it is conceded that 
the oral-formulaic theory is mainly applicable to oral epic,+' it is 
still widely believed of oral poetry that its oral character alone will 
make it formulaic - and that all oral poetry is roughly similar in 
~ t y l e . 4 ~  There are wider implications. Mechanical formulaic style 
and lack of individual creativity have been widely attributed to the 
literature of oral societies. But the formula and its implications 
have been stretched too far and it is surely time to reassess the 
whole debate. The formulaic system certainly shows how illitcrate 
bards could improvise in performance. But improvisation was not 
their only option. If we concede that a degree of memorization and 
private composition (followed by successive elaboration in per- 
formances) would usually occur in the composition of oral poetry, 
then oral-formulaic improvisation becomes a less central feature of 
oral poetry, both for fine epic like the Iliad and Odyssey and for 
small-scale poems composed without writing. 

As for the poetry composed by highly literate writers in an oral 
formulaic style, it may not simply be a half-hearted and failing relic 
of true oral composition, but is perhaps better explained by the 
force of tradition in poetic style. Tradition is hardly exclusive to 
oral society,+hnd in some sense all literature works within some 
kind of tradition. Virgil's Aeneid has a compressed, largely unfor- 
mulaic style, not because it is written epic - this would be to reduce 
poetic creation to one very crude criterion - but partly because 
Virgil is heir to the whole poetic tradition of Graeco-Roman cult- 
ure. O n  the other hand a seventh-century poet like .4rchilochus 
went on composing partly in Homeric language and Homeric ex- 
pressions adapted to the new metre, not so much because he was 
still an oral poet,44 or still belonged to a 'partly oral' culture (a 
description which would stand for the whole of the ancient world), 
but rather because the poctic tradition was dominated by the 
Homeric cvcle. 

5 W R I T I N G  A N D  O R A L  P O E T R Y  

, JI One of the most widcly held beliefs about oral poetry is that it is 
\ \  killed by writing. Parry and Lord found that, when the Yugoslav 

*\w+t +' Lord igRi, and in his rcrpunsr to Finnegao's conrerence paprr, Finnrg;~n 1985. 

kh 
'' Largrly refuted hv i;inncg.?n ,977: also srr Kirk 1966. 
+' Shilr 1981, c g  , examines its modcrn role lrom a sociological prrspccrivr. 

As argued by Pagp 1963. 
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bards learned to read and write, their poetic composition deterior- 
ated and they ceased to use the old and picturesque formulaic style. 
Lines like this appeared: 'In the bloody year of 1914, on the sixth 
day of the month of August, Austria and Germany were greatly 
worried'.45 The change was thought to be induced by writing, 
though how was left unclear. At first Lord assumed that writing, 
being the antithesis of orality, would undermine the old oral tra- 
ditions. Then he conceded that it was not writing itselfso much as a 
respect for the fixed text that writing brought with it which under- 
mined the oral tradition of poetry.'"That is, writing engendered a 
respect for a fixed (written) text that destroyed the flexibility oforal 
poetry and the tradition and necessity of improvisation, so that the 
living tradition died (similarly he denied any element of memoriza- 
tion). 

That  Yugoslav picture has had immense influence on general 
perceptions of the effects of writing, and it plays a part in another 
strand of the Homeric problem: how and in what circumstances the 
great epics were committed to writing. The main possibilities are 
(a)  the monumental poet himself dictates to a scribe; (b) the poet 
writes it down himselc (c) the poems, transmitted orally, are only 
written down much later. The debate is fraught and complex. 
Ultimately we will probably never know whether Homer 'used 
writing' at  all, but the controversy deserves closer scrutiny for it 
draws attention to problems important for our approach to orality 
and literacy in general. I would argue that the debate has been 
inconclusive partly because it draws too strict a division between 
oral and written poetry, and between oral and written communi- 
cation, and partly because it is based on a misunderstanding of the 
nature of writing and literacy. 

One common solution can be summed up crudely as follows. 
Oral epic in the living (Yugoslavian) tradition seems to recognize 
no set canonical version: composed solely in performance, it there- 
fore changes rapidly. Only writing it down will preserve one 
version for ever. At some point the Iliad (one version at least) was 
written down and therefore preserved. Since it bears the mark of a 
final master poet (it is not a concoction of miscellaneous songs), it 

'' Lord 1953: 129. 

1' First in ,953; modified in 1960: 149, where he admits that oral poets do wrire down p o e m  
but  in his expericncc thcy arc infprior in all ways to oral dictated texls; and in 1967 in 
answer to A. Parry 1966. 





(and modern) reverence for the written word, when that is elusive 
even as late as the fourth century. 

Our evidence for the earliest Greek writing suggests that it was 
first used at least to mark objects or to make a memorial, even to 
write down verse. But it is not clear in this context that writing 
would yet be intended tofiw a text for ever. Even as late as the fifth 
and fourth centuries, the concept of fixed, absolutely verbatim 

,lc/oiG,vh*l.) accuracy is surprisingly hard to find. It is notorious how variable 
'the supposed copies of Athenian filih-century (written) decrees can 
be. Authoritative texts of the great fifth-century tragedians were 
only produced in the second half of the fourth century under the 
auspices of Lycurgus, a clear attempt to fix the tragic texts in a 
period when a greater respect for the written word - and fifth- 
century literature - is visible in several areas.55 It is therefore hard 
to imagine that the presence of a written text of any poetry in the 
eighth century could have stifled the tradition of oral composition. 
How could a written text have such authority in a society which 
still relied almost overwhelmingly on oral communication and was 
to continue to do so for at least another three centuries? 

Indeed comparative evidence tends to suggest that the impetus 
for writing down poetry almost always comes from outside, not 
from the oral poet himself;5b thus the written text would impinge 
even less on the poet. For the poet, the dictated performance might 
be only one performance among many and, since he was doing only 
what he had always done, it is probably anachronistic to think that 
he would regard the written text as superseding all his own per- 
formances: after all, it recorded only one out of hundreds." The 
performance being written down could be profoundly influenced by 
the occasion, the presence or absence of an audience, the sympathy 

*'$- 8\ oJ and role of the scribe, but in that respect it would be simply like any 
other performance. An oral poet spared the pressures of twentieth- 
century Yugoslavia would be comparativdy u n a i i n t d  by a 
writtcn text. 

4 Continuity in style and methods even after the coming ofwriting 
is much more likely in early Greece; writing in the eighth and 

K .  Thomas 1989: 47-9. 
5"~nsen 1980: c11 6, r ip .  p. M. L. Wcst 1990 poi"'  out that evcn thr Greeks thought 

Homer rccitrd, xhilr olhr i i  ivrorc his poetry down. 
5' Jensrn ,980: 87; M. 1.. \\'rrt rqqo, lollowinxJmrcn, alrosugi.rsts that, cvcn once the Iliad 

war wrirren down, new songs and \.ariarions would still bc porriblr. 
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seventh centuries probably merely duplicated orally composed 
poetry rather than cutting it dead. Improvisation of songs con- 
tinued in later Greece, in symposia and funerals, for example, and 
there is no sign that the improvisatory nature of drinking songs was 
altered by the fact that some were written down. Mozart, Beetho- 
ven, and their contemporaries were brought up to improvise as a 
matter of course. If we may ag-din follow the analogy between oral 
improvisatory composition and modern jazz,58 there, too, jazz 
musicians are able to play written music without destroying their 
ability to improvise. Even amongst the Yugoslav bards, there was 
closer continuity between their oral improvisations and their initial 
use of writing than is usually remembered. The first thing they used 
their writing skills for was to write down their own poetry in its 
fully formulaic style; only later did they change to a more prosaic 
one.59 Oral poets in Africa who learn to write seem to write down 
their poetry with just as many formulae as when they composed it 
orally.6" (This brings us back to the earlier point that the tra- 
ditional formulaic style may be found in written poetry.) 

It is also possible, however, that the very process of dictating an 

greater length than was usually remotely possible. The effects of 
C oral poem o n  enable the poet to elaborate his song and ring at far 

dictation are understudied. The recording by dictation of the Afri- 
can Mwindo epic was the occasion for the poet to create his master- 
piece, and he had a rapturous audience for several days." The 
dictation of 'The Wedding of Smailagit Meho', the masterpiece of 
12,000 lines by the Yugoslav singer Avdo, was actually a very 
laboured and long-drawn out affair, for Advo had to rest his voice 
every half hour." Cited as an achievement analogous in length to 
the Iliad, this dictation may not be typical either in quality or effnrt. 
Other oral poets seem to have found it very much easier to perform 
continuously for a considerable period of time. 

In short the severe division so often drawn between the oral poet 
and the literate onr does not hold universally, even if it holds true 

5"OO(fed by Silk 1q87: 26 

5" Lord 1yj3: 129; A. Parry ,966: 1 1 3 .  

'" Finnegan 1977: 70 lor Xhoin and Zulu ural pociry i n  S. Alrica; Jcnrcn 1y80: 89-90; cl. 
evidence in Lord ,953: ' 2 9  (forrnulalc partcrnn cvcntually break down when poctr writ? 
down thcir songs) and 1960: z4g. 

" On dicration, n w  Jenrcn 1980: 37-40, ch. 6, citing Bicbuyck. Dictation mould also be 
better for the poet because h ~ i ~  sirnuiiar~c~usly playing an instrument (M. L. !Vest 1990). 



in some areas. The use ofwriting in early Greece, when seen in the 
wider context, more probably duplicated the activity of the oral 
bards rather than suppressing it. I t  is even conceivable that the 
poet of the Iliad could have used writing to record his poetry, or 
more likely, part of it. Memorization was also possible. I t  would 
not necessarily destroy his ability to improvise. Whether or not 
Homer knew the art  of writing, he would have remained an 'oral' 
poet in any meaningful sense of the word. 

The oral poet, then, could have had various techniques at  his 
disposal, and we should avoid the idea that oral poets can only 

1 function before an audience and through totally formulaic and 
traditional language. 'The epic poet is still faced with formidable 
problems of scale and structure, but they may not be insurmoun- 
table to a poet who lacks writing. The outstanding quality of the 
Homeric epics which students or the oral theory have been reluc- 
tant to explain (or indeed admit) still remains the crux. I! perhaps 
becomes more explicable as part of an oral tradition once we have 
widened the possibilities open to the oral poet. If Homer's poetry is 
generally 'oral', then the oral theory should be able to accommo- 
date it. Is exquisite care in language impossible for an oral poet if 
we allow memorization and meditation? O r  perhaps the challeng- 
ing process ofdictation itself could be an opportunity for the poet to 
perform his masterpiece. 

These possibilities narrow the gulf so often perceived between 
'oral' and 'literate' poetry. 'The transition from oral to written, 
moreover, is not a single event, or an irreversible one: the oral poet 
goes on singing a song even after he has dictated it (e.g. thc Yugo- 
slavian hvdo),  and the written text can itself be tampered with 
(ironically, modern critics of written literature arc now prepared to 
talk of 'open' texts). I t  is exceedingly hard to identify a clear-cut 
'oral style'. Oral poetry may be formulaic (and formulae help the 
poet improvise), but not all formulaic poetry is oral - and indeed 
not all oral poetry is formulaic. We should perhaps think more in 
terms of poetic or literary tradition than of orality alone. The 
presence of writing alone does not necessarily transform the oral 
tradition, let alone kill it. Both writing and oral communication are 
infinitely complex and variable and the case of the Homeric epics, 

Conclusions 5 ' 
the basis for many general ideas about literacy and orality, may 
therefore help set the scene for a reappraisal. 

I t  is not only the oral poet who emerges as a more rounded and 
individual figure. A society with little or  no writing is not necess- 
arily the homogeneous and totally traditional one that one might 
infer from some literature on oral poetry. Creativity, individuality, 
and innovation did exist; the real difficulty was for later generations 
to remember that they had existed, since memory is so fallible. 
Unless there was a powerful reason to remember over several gen- 
erations, these individuals would drop out of the communal 
memory. The problem was not so much performing, composing, 
and creating in a society without reliable means of recording, but 
preserving and transmitting what was created for more than the 
short span of living memory - oral transmission, that is, rather than 
oral composition. Poetry holds a central place in archaic Greece 
precisely because it was memorable and structured enough to be 
one of the few eKective forms of preservation. 


